The Zettler Roadshow Truck has recently completed a tour through
Eastern Europe covering the Czech Republic and Poland where it visited
four cities over five days . Bringing the latest information and training
in state of the art fire detection products to hundreds of customers
across the region, the Zettler Roadshow has once again been a popular
event.
The Zettler Roadshow Truck travelled through Poland in partnership with
Tyco key distributor Lanster, who invited its customers to learn more
about the latest product developments and technologies offered by
Zettler.
The tour started in Krakow, made its way through Wroclaw then Poznan
and ended in Warsaw with hundreds of consultants, engineers and end
users visiting and taking part in the training and education from our
technical experts on the truck. All together more than 400 companies
participated in the tour.

During the roadshow, Account Manager for Poland, Krzysztof Klasa, explained the
benefits of Zettler’s latest touchscreen control panel range, PROFILE, and gave a live
demonstration of the panel in action, showing customers just how intuitive and user
friendly the panel’s colour user interface is. Customers were also given an overview
of Tyco Expert Graphics (TXG) and Remote Service. Remote Service allows multiple
networked fire detection systems located all over the world to be monitored and
managed over IP from one central location.
TXG is a Microsoft based Emergency Management System designed specifically for
managing fire alarms and other emergencies. Its benefits include presenting alarm
information clearly and precisely, speeding up response times and ensuring that the
most appropriate response decisions are made. TXG is a server based software,
meaning it can also be managed and monitored remotely and is fully compatible with
the full range of Zettler control panels.

On board the truck, product demonstrations for customers
were run in groups of 15-20, 3-5 times per day which
included not only PROFILE panel but also the 3oTec
detector, flame detector, Remote Services and TXG.

Talking about the roadshow CEO at Lanster, Piotr commented “It
has been really informative to see the Zettler range and learn
about the system’s capabilities from the experts at Tyco. The
roadshow has been a great success, we have had fantastic
attendance in every location, which shows customers are really
interested in the products ZETTLER has to offer. Having the truck
here to demonstrate Zettler’s technologies really brings the
products to life. We hope to see it again next year.”
The ZETTLER Truck Roadshow continues its tour in France for
Preventica, Lyon from 13th – 15th October and then onto a five
city tour including Paris, Boudreaux, Montpellier, Angers and
Rouen.

Follow the Zettler Truck on Twitter here or find out more about
the Truck’s upcoming events on our website here.

